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Unusual Endoscopic Removal of a Curious Foreign Body

Remoção Endoscópica Incomum de Corpo Estranho Invulgar
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1. Clinical case

A 19 years-old female patient was admitted to the emergency department after accidental ingestion of a foreign body (safety pin). No relevant past medical history neither concomitant medication was reported. She had no complaints and the physical examination was normal. The abdominal radiograph showed an open safety pin in the upper left quadrant and no signs of pneumoperitoneum. An upper endoscopy with deep duodenal intubation was performed 6 h after ingestion, but the pin was not seen. The patient was admitted to the surgical department for surveillance and remained asymptomatic. She was maintained on a clear liquid diet. At the fifth day of hospitalization and after consecutive abdominal radiographs performed each day, the safety pin was persistently located at the right iliac fossa (Fig. 1). Because of the suspicion that the pin was impacted at the ileocecal valve and after retrograde preparation, a colonoscopy was performed. Adjacent to the valve it was observed a free and open pin that was carefully caught by its pointed tip with a polypectomy snare (SnareMaster Olympus®, 10 mm). Then it was

Figure 1 Plain abdominal radiograph showing an open safety pin.
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Ingestion of true foreign bodies is common in children and adults with psychiatric disorders. In 80–90% of cases they will pass through the gastrointestinal tract without medical intervention or complications. The main complications are obstruction and perforation but these are more common when the objects have sharpen or pointed edges (35%). The occurrence of foreign bodies in the cecum is rare due to anatomical strictures present in the digestive tract, such as the pylorus and the ileocecal valve. Their presence in the colon occurs generally as a retained rectal foreign body due to self introduction, or in relation with a previously undiagnosed colonic neoplasm. Endoscopic extraction from the cecum is challenging due to its technical difficulty and probability of perforation. This case demonstrates an unusual technique to remove an open pin from a difficult location of the gastrointestinal tract.
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**Figure 2** Safety pin caught by its pointed tip with a polypectomy snare.

**Figure 3** Safety pin secure with a polypectomy snare, after retrieval.